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BABYCATGIRL INTRODUCTION

1 Billion Supply

The summer of 2021 has seen an explosion in the
popularity of MemeAnimal crypto projects.
BabyDoge, Kiba, Floki, Dogelon amongst others saw
huge gains in the space of a few months.Whilst
successful they all have one flaw in common…they
are all overly complex for your average Joe.
Introducing…BABYCATGIRL! The simple way to
invest, and earn!

INTO THE METAVERSE 💰

3D MODELED CATGIRL NFT's are being
developed with first sneak peak
released shortly after launch. In the
METAVERSE you will be able to collect,
trade, earn $BBYCAT and even PLAY
as your NFT!

MARKETING ROADMAP:
Branding, Logo, Website
NFT partnerships
Telegram & Twitter Creation
ChangeNow for IOS &
ANDRIOD stores
Contract Creation
Audit Purchased
Triple A NFT release
$BBYCAT Merch Shop
MetaVerse P2E Devolpment
$BBYCAT Web Swap Launch
$BBYCAT Mobile Swap
Launch

5% MARKETING
5% METAVERSE
DEVELOPMENT
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$BBYGIRLSWAP

Simply go to our website, connect
your crypto wallet from ANY chain,
and within seconds, bridge and get
back out some $BBYCAT. Perfect
bridge for mass adoption into the
BabyCatGirl metaverse.

PERKS OF BABYCATGIRL:
Unlike most ERC20 tokens, ours comes with a
robust use case, not only can you download our
Mobile app to swap tokens, but vise-versa token
holders will get special access, and perks in-app
5% of each transaction goes directly to marketing
to increase our holder base and provide a bigger
crowd for launching mobile app
5% of each transaction goes directly into building,
curating, and developing our Metaverse (Ask us in
an AMA how!)
Unlike most "promising" projects with nothing
more then a skin on a swap, ours will have a robust
mobile app to pair along with it
$BBYCAT is the answer to the age old question:
Will we ever have public adoption of ERC20
Tokens? $BBYCAT provides unique benefits to
holders, and large marketing reach to finally
break through the glass ceiling.

